This paper gives a characterization of minimal Hausdorff spaces. . Define g: X -> Y by g I6)) = g and g(oo) = q. Using the fact that q is the unique raccumulation point of the net /, it follows that G(g) is strongly-closed. The
Proof. In view of Theorem 7 of [1] , only the sufficiency requires proof. Assume that Y is not minimal Hausdorff. By Theorem 5 of [1] there exists a net /: ¿D -> Y with a unique /--accumulation point q G Y such that / does not converge to q. Let oo G ^ and define X = ^ U {oo}. Then the power set of <$ together with [Td U {oo}|¿/ G fy) is a base for a topology o on X making (X,o) a fully normal, completely normal Hausdorff space [2], [3] . Define g: X -> Y by g I6)) = g and g(oo) = q. Using the fact that q is the unique raccumulation point of the net /, it follows that G(g) is strongly-closed. The identity function 1: ty -* fy defines a net that converges to oo. However, since /does not converge to q, there exists an open set F c Y containing q with the property that g(Td) n (Y -V) 5= 0for each d G ©. Consequently, g is not continuous at x = 00. This contradiction establishes the proof.
